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ABSTRACT  

Throwing Heat Resistance Steels of Fe-Cr-Ni has a high oxidation and delaminating 

obstruction, in which there is an auxiliary soundness to consider working quality in the 

working temperature and carbide testimony and in numerous businesses they have 

unmistakable ramifications. HH throwing steel is a wide gathering of these steels, since they 

use in numerous businesses/fabricating unit like concrete plants, petrochemical and mining 

ventures. In throwing takes, improves the probability of carbide testimony among more 

carbon content, particularly grains, contrasted with dry spell, and causes such an absence of 

mechanical properties and consumption opposition in steels. In this manner it is attractive to 

utilize strategies for diminishing carbide dispersion and lessening carbide substance to 

acquire suitable throwing structure with high mechanical properties. In this 

paper/introduction, rehashed conditions of iron mines were considered. Three sorts of these 

steels were tried as an of HI steel, HH steel with titanium, and HH steel. These steel 

microstructures and consumption opposition were contemplated and the outcomes were 

talked about. 
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INTRODUCTION 

These days, steel is utilized inside a wide assortment of circumstances, including high 

temperature and destructive situations under powerful and factual conditions that can bring 

up airplane motor fumes entryways, heater media, oil splitting units, gas turbines It is 

finished. High-temperature steel including three primary properties as pursues. 1-Resistance 

to oxidation and scaling, 2-Maintenance of homeostasis inside the temperature of utilization, 

and 3-Structural solidness saw that the carbide accelerates and the sigma section/stage are 

round. Throwing type heat-safe steel (FeCr-Ni), which has the previously mentioned 

determinations appropriately, is significant in different ventures [1]. Heat impervious steels 

comprise different amounts of chromium & nickel. These variety of steels are similar to 
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stainless steels, except when the carbon content is more co

[2][3]. These cast steels can be of the stable austenitic, ferritic or martensitic type, contingent 

upon their chromium and nickel piece. In this way, their chromium and nickel substance will 

be picked to give high consistency at such high temperatures with oxidation and erosion 

opposition properties [4], [5]. The sensitive carbide circulation or intermetallic creation in the 

austenitic network fundamentally expands th

contrasted with hardened steel containing a similar chromium and nickel, a warmth safe steel 

containing more carbon is thrown. Cast steel HH types build up a general gathering of 

warmth safe steels, with the critical applications in the concrete and petrochemical industry 

[6]. Within cast steel groups that contain high carbon content i

steels, the possibility of eutectic carbide precipitation, particularly at grain boundaries, will 

increase and reduce the mechanical properties 

Completely carbide networks at grain boundaries

Therefore, the implementation of the method to change the carbide distribution and reduce its 

content to achieve a suitable cast structure among the desired mechanical properties,

RESULT AND THE DISCUSSION 

The microstructures of cast & 

perspective of castings, carbides were accumulated at grain boundaries and around them, and 

there were several regions without carbides in the matrix. In the heat

were scattered on the surface to prevent accumulation of grain boundaries. The results of the 

hardness test are presented in Figure 

month, and the treated sample decreased. The weight of the sample before and after one 

month operation is shown in Figure 

was not significant. For proper results, the sample will be held for a longer time in

furnace and in the operating conditions, which will conclude the correct corrosion re

view of the above results, HI heat treated steel which imposes a desirable structure to be 

utilized as grate bar components.
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suitable cast structure among the desired mechanical properties, 
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. The hardness as a cast sample increased after one 
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Figure 1. Microst

 

Figure 2. : Hardness result of as cast &

Figure 3. Sample weight 

For proper results, the sample will be held for a longer time in the furnace and in the 

operating conditions, which will conclude the correct corrosion results. In view of the above 

results, HI heat treated steel which imposes a desirable structure for use as grate bar 

components. 

CONCLUSION  

Herein, this paper, the study of the grater bar is accomplished. 

heat treated products are illustrated in 

presented in Figure . The hardness as a cast sample increased after one month, and the treated 

sample decreased. The weight of the sample before and after one month operation is 

displayed in Figure . By this results, the performance of the HH grater bar steel is determined.
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